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A B S T R A C T

The Internet has evolved from a hierarchical and multi-tiered interconnection network to a meshed network,
where autonomous systems (ASes) are interconnected with a dense topology and more and more potential
paths can be used to reach a destination. However, routing policies are the key to enable these potential
paths and to allow the selection of these paths. While the Gao–Rexford guidelines provide routing policies
that derive a safe routing system, those potential paths are not enabled by the Gao–Rexford guidelines. A
survey on deployed routing policies has shown that a significant portion of networks or ASes do not follow
the Gao–Rexford guidelines completely. In this paper, we propose to broaden routing policies that enable the
availability of diverse paths and provide flexibility in selecting these paths. We systematically bring out more
and more flexible routing policies to implement various routing requirements. More specifically, we propose
FlexibleRC, PeerBoost and hierarchical sibling routing policies and derive sufficient conditions for guaranteeing
the routing system derived by these routing policies to be safe. The sufficient conditions can be verified through
coordination among neighboring ASes. Thus, local coordination guarantees the routing system to be safe.
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1. Introduction

The Internet consists of tens of thousands of autonomous systems
(ASes), each of which belongs to an organization such as an Internet
Service Provider (ISP), a university, a company, or an Internet Ex-
change Point (IXP). Traditionally, the interconnections in the Internet
have a hierarchical structure, where tier-1 ISPs provide settlement-free
services among each other, and provide transit services to regional ISPs
or stub networks, and regional ISPs provide transit services to even
smaller ISPs or stub networks. As the Internet has evolved, it became
a meshed network [2–6], where large content providers and content
distribution networks (e.g. Google, Facebook and Akamai) interconnect

ith hundreds or thousands of networks around the world [7–9], and
egional ISPs or stub networks interconnect with each other through
edicated links or IXP [6,10,11].

These increasingly interconnected Internet topologies can lead to
otential richer routing policies. To illustrate potential routing policies,
e use the AS-level topology around University of Vermont (UVM)
etwork and Middlebury College (MC) network as an example.1 UVM
nd MC achieve global reachability through commercial ISPs, UVM
hrough Cogent and MC through LEVEL3 respectively. As a member
f Internet2, UVM also connects to Internet2 which is well-provisioned
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E-mail addresses: xiaozheshao@umass.edu (X. Shao), lgao@engin.umass.edu (L. Gao).
1 For simplicity, Fig. 1 shows only a few neighboring networks of UVM and MC. The interconnections in Fig. 1 are derived from CAIDA AS relationships [1].

imilarly, Figs. 2 and 3 show the interconnections derived from CAIDA AS relationships.

and provides high performance connectivity for the participant net-
works. In addition to provider–customer relationships, regional ISPs
and/or stub networks peer with each other to exchange the traffic
directly. For example, MC and Education Networks of America (ENA)
peer with UVM respectively. Now, we illustrate a potential scenario
where the export policy of the peer to peer relationship can be extended
to enable more routes. MC can reach the rest of the Internet through
its commercial ISP, LEVEL3. Alternatively, MC might want to reach
Internet2 through its peer, UVM. If UVM wants to satisfy the routing
requirements of MC, UVM should set up its routing policy to announce
routes from Internet2 to MC. That is, UVM exports its provider route
to its peer. As a result, UVM and MC do not have a conventional peer
to peer relationship. Further, MC is not a customer of UVM, since UVM
only announces to MC the routes from a specific provider, Internet2,
instead of all routes. Not only stub networks but also commercial ISPs
and content providers, especially medium-size networks [12], might
want to export a provider route to a selected peer.

In addition to announcing more paths to neighbors and allowing
more potential paths, routing policies play a critical role on enabling
the flexibility of selecting the best path. We use Fig. 2 to illustrate how
a network can take advantage of the flexibility of ranking routes. Fig. 2
illustrates the interconnections among the University of Massachusetts
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Fig. 1. AS-level topology around the networks of UVM and MC.

Fig. 2. AS-level topology around the networks of UMass and five colleges.

(UMASS) network and Five Colleges (FC) network. UMASSP DOM
provides Internet connections for several UMASS campuses, such as
Amherst, Lowell and Dartmouth while FC connects five colleges located
in the Connecticut River Pioneer Valley which includes one of UMASS
campuses at Amherst. To reach UMASS Amherst, UMASSP DOM can
use the directly connected link or the path through FC. UMASSP DOM
usually selects the customer link to reach UMASS Amherst. Alterna-
tively, UMASSP DOM might prefer the path through FC, in the case that
the link between UMASSP DOM and UMASS Amherst is congested. In
order to do so, UMASSP DOM needs to prefer the peer link over the
customer link to reach the destinations in UMASS Amherst. It is not
uncommon that commercial ISPs need the flexibility of selecting paths
as well [4,13].

Although network operators can set up any routing policy for peers
to implement their routing requirements, without coordination, the re-
sulting routing policy might lead to routing oscillation. As we illustrate
in the AS-level topology of Fig. 2, Five Colleges might prefer peer
routes over customer routes. However, if UMASSP DOM also prefers
peer routes over customer routes, then the routing system is not safe.

Note that none of the above routing policy examples follows the
Gao–Rexford guidelines [14], which provide rules for routing policies
to derive a safe routing system. Then, it is not clear what kind of routing
policies are guaranteed to be safe. Researchers propose a number of ex-
tensions to Gao–Rexford guidelines, in terms of broadening the export
routing policies [14,15] or accommodating sibling relationships [16,
17]. These rules for routing policies do not enable sufficient flexibility
at import routing policies. As for the routing scenario illustrated in
Fig. 1, UVM can announce routes from Internet2 to MC by following
routing policy rules proposed in [14,15]. However, these routes have
to be backup routes. Only if there are no primary routes, these backup
routes can be selected as the best routes [15].

In this paper, without compromising the routing stability, we pro-
pose to broaden routing policies that enable diverse paths and provide
flexibility in selecting these paths. We systematically bring out more
and more flexible routing policies and derive the sufficient conditions
for guaranteeing the routing systems to be safe. Further, we show
that these conditions can be verified through local coordination among
neighboring ASes. Specifically, we propose the following three routing

policies.
• We propose FlexibleRC routing policy that allows ASes to se-
lectively prefer a peer route over one or more customer routes
(Section 4).

• We propose PeerBoost routing policy to expand the paths beyond
what are allowed by the Gao–Rexford guidelines. In particular,
an AS can selectively announce its peer routes to another peer
and/or provider and selectively announce its provider routes to
its peer. In addition, the ranking among these paths is flexible in
the sense that the newly allowed paths can be ranked higher than
those allowed by the Gao–Rexford guidelines (Section 5).

• We further propose hierarchical sibling routing policies to accom-
modate the sibling contractual agreement (Section 6).

We evaluate the flexibility of the proposed routing policies in Sec-
tion 7. We discuss related work in Section 8 and conclude in Section 9.

2. Motivation

In this section, we first review the Gao–Rexford guidelines. We
hen show the motivation of allowing more potential paths through
xport policies and more flexible ranking among paths through import
olicies.

.1. Routing policies under the Gao–Rexford guidelines

Provider–customer agreement and peer to peer agreement are two
ommon agreements in the Internet [18]. Within a provider–customer
greement, an AS as the customer pays its provider to access the rest
f the Internet. Within a peer to peer agreement, two connected ASes
xchange traffic from their own customers.

The Gao–Rexford guidelines have the following export policy:

• An AS can export its peer routes and provider routes to its
customers.

• An AS can export its customer routes to its customers, peers and
providers.

customer route is a route in which the first link is a provider–customer
ink, a provider route is a route in which the first link is a customer–
rovider link, and a peer route is a route in which the first link is a peer

link.
The Gao–Rexford guidelines have the following import policy:

• ASes prefer customer routes over peer routes and provider routes.

Routing policies that follow the Gao–Rexford guidelines are safe,
hen there are no provider–customer cycles. A routing policy is safe if
ny routing system with the routing policy always converges to a stable
tate under any link or node failure [14].

.2. Motivation to expand routing policies

A number of ASes do not follow the Gao–Rexford guideline to
et up their routing policies, according to a survey among network
perators [19] and network measurement studies on the inter-domain
outing [4,12,13].

A survey on routing policies deployed by network operators shows
hat 32% networks including transit networks, content providers and
tub networks do not follow the Gao–Rexford guidelines completely
19]. More specifically, in 16 out of 97 networks, routes from a peer or

transit provider are preferred over customer routes while within 21 out
of 97 networks including small/medium/large transit providers routes
from peers and providers are announced to peers and providers.

The measurement for the inter-domain routing also implies that
the Gao–Rexford guidelines are violated by networks on the Inter-
net [4,12,13]. For example, 34.3% of routing decisions in the Internet
routing system cannot be explained by Gao–Rexford model [4] and Qiu
et al. find that 11% provider ASes propagate valley announcements by

analyzing real-world BGP updates [12]. 97
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Fig. 3. The topology around ASes of Amazon.

.3. Export policies that enable potential paths

In the following, we will discuss how to broaden the export policies
or peer and accommodate sibling relationships.

.3.1. Selective export
Peer to peer relationships are established to exchange traffic be-

ween customers of two neighboring networks. Following the Gao–
exford guidelines, an AS only exports customer routes to its peers.

n reality, an AS has the need to export its provider routes to its peers
nd export its peer routes to its peers or providers [19]. We propose to
xtend the export policy for peer to peer relationships as follows.

xport a provider route to a selected peer. For the example in Fig. 1,
C would like to reach Internet2 through UVM. To do so, UVM has to

xport its provider route from Internet2 to its peer, MC. To allow ASes
o reach its peer’s provider, we consider the export policy, where an AS
an export a provider route to a selected peer.

xport a peer route to a selected provider. To fetch content back from
nternet2, UVM allows traffic from Internet2 to reach MC. That is, an
S might export its peer routes to its providers. To accommodate the
outing requirement that an AS reaches its customer’s peer, we consider
he export policy, where an AS can export a peer route to a selected
rovider.

xport a peer route to a selected peer. Further, an AS might export one
f its peer routes to another peer. In the example of Fig. 1, UVM peers
ith Education Networks of America (ENA) and MC respectively. MC
ight want to access the customers of ENA through UVM instead of

ts commercial ISPs. In that case, UVM needs to announce its peer
outes from ENA to MC. That is, an AS might export its peer routes
o a selected peer.

.3.2. Sibling
A pair of neighboring ASes might want to export all its routes to

ach other. That is the pair of ASes have a sibling relationship, which are
typically established between ASes that are managed by the same or-
ganization or two closely related organizations. For example, in Fig. 3,
we illustrate the topology around five ASes that all belong to the same
organization, Amazon. The five Amazon ASes can establish the sibling
relationship with their neighbors within the sibling cluster. Within the
sibling cluster, ASes export all routes to their siblings. For example, all
five Amazon ASes can access Telia through the link between Amazon-
AP and Telia while all five Amazon ASes can access destinations of
Expereo through Amazon1. Formally, when a pair of connected ASes,
A and B, establish sibling relationship, A will announce all its routes to
B and B will announce all its routes to A.

2.4. Import policies that enable flexible ranking

Given much more available routes, it is also essential to broaden
import polices, so that ASes can flexibly select the best one.
 p
Table 1
Peer link statistics of the Internet.

Years ASes Links Peer links % of Peer links

1998 3638 6728 933 13.87%
2003 15,320 34,720 6635 19.11%
2008 28,411 78,997 24,519 31.04%
2013 44,326 149,476 63,344 42.38%
2018 60,874 300,634 178,608 59.41%

Selectively prefer peer routes over customer routes. An AS might want to
balance its traffic between its customer and peer, and therefore prefers
a peer over a customer for a destination that be reached through both.

Prefer additional routes from customers over provider routes. When the
potential paths are enabled as Section 2.3 shows, these additional
routes from customers should be preferred over provider routes. For
example, in Fig. 1, UVM can announce the route from MC to Internet2,
so that Internet2 can exploit UVM to reach MC. Meanwhile, Internet2
should prefer the additional routes from UVM over its provider routes.
Therefore, Internet2 can select the newly-enabled route as the best
route.

3. Overview of policy-rich routing

We propose routing policies to enable more potential paths through
eer links without compromising the routing convergence. Such policy-
ich routing is essential given a meshed Internet, where there are more
nd more peer links. Table 1 illustrates the number and percentage of
he peer links over the last 20 years. We can see that the peer links
ave increased significantly in both number and percentage. The AS
elationships are derived from CAIDA dataset [1]. It has been shown
hat not all peer links can be identified through measurement [20–22].

e expect that there are even more peer links in reality.
In order to enable more potential routes and allow flexible ranking

mong routes, we systematically propose a series of routing policies.
As the first step, we relax the constraint that customer routes

re more preferred than peer routes. We propose FlexibleRC routing
olicies that enable flexible ranking between peer and customer routes.
pecifically, FlexibleRC allows ASes to prefer peer routes over customer
outes.

We then enable more potential routes through selective export.
irst, we consider selectively-export-provider-route-to-peer (P2R) export
ule which allows an AS to selectively export provider routes to some
f its peers. Second, we consider selectively-export-peer-route-to-provider
R2P) export rule which allows an AS to selectively export peer routes
o some of its providers. At last, we consider selectively-export-peer-route-
o-peer (R2R) export rule which allows an AS to selectively export peer
outes to some of its peers. We propose PeerBoost routing policies to
nable three selective export rules and flexible ranking among peer and
ustomer routes.

Table 2 illustrates the export and import rules of the routing systems
nabled by the Gao–Rexford guidelines [14], safe backup routing [15,
6] and the proposed routing policies. Safe backup routing enables
ackup paths to increase the reliability of the networks. FlexibleRC pro-
ides more flexible import routing policies than Gao–Rexford guidelines
nd safe backup routing [15,16] through enabling ASes to prefer peer
outes over customer routes. Further, PeerBoost enhances FlexibleRC
hrough enabling P2R, R2P and R2R export rules and preferring these
ewly-enabled routes over routes enabled by Gao–Rexford guidelines.

Finally, we accommodate sibling relationships in which a pair of
Ses export all routes to each other. Table 3 summarizes all proposed
outing policies and the respective sections describing these routing
olicies.

So far, we assume that routing policies are set independent of
estination prefixes. Nevertheless, it is possible to address the routing

olicies in the prefix level. In fact, all of the results in this paper 99
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Export and import rules Gao–Rexford [14] Safe backup routing [15,16] FlexibleRC PeerBoost
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Prefer routes enabled by P2R, R2P and R2R Not enabled Not enabled Not enabled Enabled
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Table 3
Summary of proposed routing policies.

Routing policy Policy description

FlexibleRC (Section 4) Enable preferring peer over customer
routes.

PeerBoost (Section 5) Enable (1) export rules (P2R, R2P and
R2R) (2) preferring routes enabled by
the export rules.

Sibling (Section 6) Accommodate sibling relationship.

Fig. 4. Routing systems with OC peers.

ill apply to routing policies that are set for a specific prefix as well.
ne issue of per-prefix policies is that the network operators must pay
ttention to any change of the prefixes with special policies, since the
estination network might add or remove the prefix that it owns. For
implicity of exposition, we describe all routing policies independent of
estination prefixes throughout this paper.

. Selectively prefer peers over customers

In this section, we explore the potential flexibility for ranking paths
hat are permitted by the Gao–Rexford guidelines. More specifically,
e propose FlexibleRC routing policies which allow ASes to prefer
eer routes over customer routes. We derive a sufficient condition for
outing convergence and show that the sufficient condition can be
hecked through local coordination.

.1. FlexibleRC routing policy

In FlexibleRC routing policies, the export policy is same with the
ao–Rexford guidelines. To enable flexible ranking among peer routes
nd customer routes, FlexibleRC has the following import policy:

• An AS prefers customer routes over provider routes.

he import policy of FlexibleRC does not regulate the ranking of peer
outes. For example, an AS might prefer a peer route over all customer
outes. An AS could also prefer a peer route over some customer
outes. Or, an AS might prefer all customer routes over a peer route. In
lexbileRC policies, customers of an AS always have a higher ranking
han providers of the AS. If an AS, A, has a peer, B, and A prefers a
eer route from B over a customer route, B is an over-customer peer (OC
eer) of A.
Fig. 5. An unsafe routing system (BAD GADGET) with OC peers.

Fig. 6. An example routing system which is safe but contains OC cycles.

4.2. Convergence analysis

FlexibleRC routing policies are not guaranteed to be safe due to the
lexible ranking of peer routes. In this section, we explore a sufficient
ondition for routing convergence.

To show how the OC peers impact on the convergence of a routing
ystem, we show two routing systems with OC peers in Fig. 4. In these
igures, we illustrate the topology, all ASes and all potential routes to
destination AS. In the routing system of Fig. 4(a), to reach AS D, AS
prefers the route through B over its customer route and AS B prefers

ts own customer route over the peer route from AS A. Therefore, AS B
s an OC peer of AS A. Clearly, the routing system is safe even though
here is an OC peer. However, you might not be able to set up OC peers
verywhere in the routing system. For example, in the routing system
f Fig. 4(b), to reach AS D, both AS A and AS B prefer the route through
ach other over their customer routes respectively. Therefore, AS A and
S B treat each other as an OC peer and the OC peer relationship forms
cycle. The routing system is clearly not safe since it is the system
ISAGREE in [23]. Fig. 5 illustrates another example routing system
hich is BAD GADGET [23] and is not safe. In this example, the cycle,
-B-C-A, comprises a provider–customer link and two OC peer links.
ore generally, when provider–customer links and OC peer links form
cycle, the routing system might not be safe.

We define an over-customer (OC) cycle as an AS cycle, 𝑣𝑛...𝑣0, where
𝑣0 = 𝑣𝑛 and ∀𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑛 − 1], 𝑣𝑖 is a customer or an OC peer of 𝑣𝑖+1.

Theorem 4.1. A FlexibleRC routing policy is guaranteed to be safe, if
there are no OC cycles.

We provide the proof in Appendix A.
The absence of OC cycles is a sufficient but not necessary condition

for routing convergence. Even if a routing system is safe, there might
be an OC cycle. For example, in Fig. 6, we illustrate the whole AS-level
topology and all potential routes of a routing system which contains
an OC cycle, A-B-C-A. However, the routing system is guaranteed to be
safe.

Routing guidelines, such as the Gao–Rexford guidelines [14] and
backup routing [15], guarantee the convergence of the routing system
without requiring any coordination among neighboring ASes. When the
 62
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safe condition in Theorem 4.1 is satisfied, FlexibleRC policy enables
more flexible routing policies. That is, to establish OC peers without
jeopardizing the convergence property of the routing system, we need
to ensure that there is no OC cycle.

To guarantee the routing system safe, there are several existing
conditions for convergence, such as no Dispute Wheels [24] and the
freeness property of the routing system [25,26]. However, to check
those conditions, the exact routing polices for all ASes are essential.
This is challenging in practice, since ASes are not willing to share their
routing policies. FlexibleRC policies enable ASes to prefer peer routes
over customer routes while the safe condition needs to be verified
without sharing routing policies.

When the network operators of an AS want to change the routing
policy, to guarantee the FlexibleRC policy to be safe, the network
operators of the AS need to check whether the policy change leads to
an OC cycle. OC cycle includes provider–customer links and OC peer
links only. Therefore, only when an AS wants to set up a customer
or an OC peer, the network operators of the AS need to initiate a
coordination process to check whether there will be an OC cycle.
During the coordination process, the network operators of an AS ask
the network operators of its customers and OC peers whether, through
provider–customer links and OC peer links, their network can reach
the AS that initiates the coordination process. To answer the question,
the network operators of the AS being asked needs to ask the network
operators of its customers and OC peers the same question. The process
finishes when an AS has no customers nor OC peers or the network
operators of an AS finds that the initial AS is a customer or an OC
peer. If the answer to the question is yes, then the initial AS should
not change routing policy due to the potential routing oscillation.

4.3. Establishing OC peer with local coordination

In practice, special peer routing policies are usually deployed among
ASes close to the edge of the Internet. Large ISPs of the high tiers,
such as Tier 1 and Tier 2, might not have incentives and routing
requirements to set up OC peers. For these ASes close to the edge,
the coordination process for establishing OC peers does not have to
involve customer ASes. As for the example in Fig. 2, before Five College
setting up UMASSP DOM as an OC peer, the network operators of Five
College need to coordinate with the network operators of UMASSP
DOM. Meanwhile, the network operators of UMASSP DOM know that
their customer ASes are all stub networks and cannot discover an
OC cycle through coordinating with the network operators of these
customer ASes. Thus, the network operators of UMASSP DOM needs to
coordinate with the network operators of its OC peers only. If UMASSP
DOM does not set up Five College as an OC peer, then there will not
be an OC cycle. Otherwise, the network operators of Five College know
that UMASSP DOM cannot be set up as an OC peer. The cycle checking
can be performed among the network operators of peering ASes within
a local scope.

More general, let us consider in what scenario, an AS can set up
a peer link as an OC peer link without involving customers in the
coordination process. We define a directed cycle as an AS cycle, 𝑣𝑛...𝑣0,

here 𝑣0 = 𝑣𝑛, that has the following two properties: (a) ∀𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑛− 1],
𝑖+1 is a provider or peer of 𝑣𝑖; (b) ∃𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑛 − 1] such that 𝑣𝑖+1 is a
rovider of 𝑣𝑖. Namely, the direction of provider–customer links in a
irected cycle is always same. A peer link is an in-loop peer link, if the
eer link is included in a directed cycle.

orollary 4.1. If a peer link is not an in-loop peer link, then when an AS
ets up the peer link as an OC peer link, coordinating with OC peers only is
ufficient to guarantee that the routing policy is safe.

roof. If setting the peer link as an OC peer link leads to an OC cycle,
hen the OC cycle contains peer links only. Otherwise, it will contradict
ith the condition that the peer link is not an in-loop peer link. Then,

o check the potential OC cycle, it is enough to coordinate with the
etwork operators of OC peers only. □
 t
Typically, an AS peers with ASes that have similar size to exchange
comparable volume of traffic. Furthermore, an AS usually provides

ransit service to an AS with smaller size. Then, an AS is unlikely to peer
ith one of its (direct or indirect) providers [14]. It is not uncommon

hat peer links are not in-loop peer links. According to Corollary 4.1,
hen a peer link is not an in-loop peer link, the network operators
f an AS coordinate with the network operators of OC peers only for
stablishing OC peer.

. Enable selective export

In this section, we systematically explore the possibility to enable di-
erse paths and the potential flexibility for ranking these newly-enabled
aths. We first propose PeerBoost routing policies that selectively ex-
ort provider routes to peers, peer routes to providers and peer routes
o peers respectively. Then, we derive how PeerBoost policies rank
hese routes. Instead of being ranked as backup routes, these newly-
nabled routes of PeerBoost routing polices can be selected as the best
outes. We derive a sufficient condition for routing convergence. When
he condition is satisfied, the routing system is guaranteed to be safe.

.1. Export policy

In addition to paths enabled by the Gao–Rexford guidelines, Peer-
oost policies also enable P2R, R2P and R2R export rules. With these
2R, R2P and R2R export rules, more peer routes are enabled by
eerBoost export policy. In the following, we illustrate the routes that
an be announced to customers, peers and providers respectively.

We first consider the routes announced to customers. Announc-
ng routes to the customer gives rise to potential income for transit
S. In the Gao–Rexford guidelines, ASes announce all routes to their
ustomers. Same with the Gao–Rexford guidelines, PeerBoost policies
nable ASes to announce all routes to their customers.

Now, we consider the routes announced to peers. A settlement-free
eering link between two ASes exchanges traffic between these two
Ses and their customers. Therefore, customer routes can be announced

o peers. Beyond that, PeerBoost policies enable ASes to selectively
nnounce provider routes to peers. Those newly-enabled peer routes are
pstream peer routes. Formally, if the first non-peer link of a peer route
rom the source AS to the destination AS is a customer-to-provider link,
he peer route is an upstream peer route. In Fig. 7, we illustrate three
xamples of upstream peer routes.2 In addition to announcing provider
outes to peers, PeerBoost policies also enable ASes to selectively
nnounce peer routes to peers.

Finally, we consider the routes announced to providers. Clearly, the
ustomer routes can be announced to providers. ASes do not announce
rovider routes to another provider, since ASes do not transit the traffic
etween two of their providers. Now, let us consider announcing peer
outes to providers. There are two kinds of peer routes: upstream
eer routes and downstream peer routes. The upstream peer routes
ave been defined in the above paragraph. The rest of peer routes are
ownstream peer routes. Namely, if the first non-peer link of a peer
oute from the source AS to the destination AS is a provider-to-customer
ink, the peer route is a downstream peer route. If all links of a peer route

are peer links, we still classify the peer route as a downstream peer
route. In Fig. 8, we illustrate three examples of downstream peer routes.
ASes can selectively announce downstream peer routes to its providers.
We do not consider that an AS exports an upstream peer route to
its providers, since a pair of peering ASes does not have economic
incentives to transit traffic between their providers through their peer
links.

In summary, the export policy have the following three selective
export rules.

2 The legends for peer to peer links and provider to customer links are used
hroughout the rest of the paper.
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Fig. 7. Upstream peer routes, where s is the source AS and d is the destination AS.

Fig. 8. Downstream peer routes, where s is the source AS and d is the destination AS.

Fig. 9. Customer routes permitted in PeerBoost policies but not permitted under
Gao–Rexford guidelines, where s is the source AS and d is the destination AS.

Fig. 10. Three examples of providers routes permitted in PeerBoost policies but not
ermitted under Gao–Rexford guidelines, where s is the source AS and d is the
estination AS.

• An AS can selectively export its peer routes to its peers.
• An AS can selectively export its provider routes to its peers.
• An AS can selectively export its downstream peer routes to its

providers.

PeerBoost policies enable almost all possible paths, except the paths
ndicating that customers transit traffic for their providers. Namely,
eerBoost policies do not enable a route, only if the route is generated
hrough announcing a provider route or an upstream peer route to a
rovider. PeerBoost policies are still valley-free. In a valid PeerBoost
ath, all customer–provider links have to come before all provider–
ustomer links, while peer links can be arbitrarily interspersed along
he path.

Any route that is permitted under the Gao–Rexford guidelines is
ermitted in PeerBoost policies. Besides, additional routes are enabled
y the P2R, R2R and R2P export rules. Since P2R rules enables an AS
o announce a provider route to a peer, upstream peer routes, such as
outes in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) are enabled. R2R and R2P rules enable
ore downstream peer routes, such as the route in Fig. 8(c). Besides

f enabling additional peer routes, more customer and provider routes
re permitted in PeerBoost policies. Fig. 9 illustrates three examples of
ustomer routes enabled in PeerBoost policies and Fig. 10 illustrates
hree examples of provider routes enabled in PeerBoost policies.
 r
Fig. 11. An example of upstream peer routes with steps permitted in PeerBoost polices
but not permitted under the Gao–Rexford guidelines, where s is the source AS and d
is the destination AS.

Fig. 12. Prefer peer routes with steps over provider routes.

When an AS exports routes by following the P2R, R2R and R2P
export rules, the resulting route starts with a step. A step of a route
is a two-link segment of the route, if the two links from the source to
the destination are one of the following three cases:

• a provider–customer link followed by a peer link.
• a peer link followed by another peer link.
• a peer link followed by a customer–provider link.

We refer to the AS between the two links of a step as the pivot of
the step. For example, Fig. 11 illustrates an upstream peer route that
contains four steps, where AS 1 is the pivot of the step, s-1-2 and AS 6
s the pivot of the step, 5-6-d.

.2. Import policy

In the following, we discuss how to rank the routes enabled in
eerBoost policies.

.2.1. Ranking routes based on steps
When an AS announces a route by following P2R, R2R and R2P

ules, the resulting route starts with a step and the AS is the pivot of
he step. The pivot AS might want the resulting route to be used as a
referred route. Alternatively, the pivot AS might want the resulting
oute to be a backup. To do that, the pivot can determine whether a
tep is a preferred step or a backup step. Through determining a step
s a backup step of a route, the pivot AS can inform the AS receiving
he route announcement that the route should be treated as a backup
hoice. On the contrary, through determining a step as a preferred step,
he pivot AS can inform its neighbor that the route is not treated as a
ackup choice. For example, in the routing system of Fig. 12, the peer
oute, A-B-D, with a step can be preferred over the provider route, A-
-D, when the step is a preferred step. Note, the step is also proposed

n [15]. However, the routing policy proposed in [15] always prefers a
oute without a step over routes with steps.

A route might contain multiple backup steps. We refer to the
umber of backup steps in a route as backup level of the route. A route
ith lower backup level is preferred over the routes with higher backup

evel.

.2.2. Ranking routes with same backup level
In the following, we discuss how to rank routes with the same

ackup level.

anking customer and provider routes. Considering only customer routes
nd provider routes, ASes prefer customer routes over provider routes
ue to the economic incentives. That is, given two customer routes, the
S can rank those two routes in any order. It is same for two provider

outes. 64
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Ranking upstream peer routes. Now, we consider how to rank various
upstream peer routes enabled by PeerBoost policies. When an upstream
peer route is selected to deliver the traffic, a peer AS might pay
its provider for the transit. Thus, customer routes are preferred over
upstream peer routes.

Ranking downstream peer routes. When an AS announces a downstream
peer route to a peer or a provider without increasing the backup
level of the route, we refer to the downstream peer route as preferred
downstream peer route of the AS. The AS allows its neighbors to prefer
the route extended from the preferred downstream peer route. The
AS itself should prefer the preferred downstream peer route. Thus, a
preferred downstream peer route is preferred over all provider routes
and upstream peer routes. The rest of downstream peer routes can be
ranked in any order.

5.2.3. PeerBoost import policy
In summary, ASes determine the route ranking by following the

import policy rules step by step.

• An AS prefers routes with lower backup level.
• An AS prefers customer routes and preferred downstream peer

routes over provider routes and upstream peer routes.

In the following, we describe how to implement the import policy.
he key is to let ASes know enough information of each route, so
hat each AS can rank routes based on the import policy. To do that,
e use the community attribute of BGP announcements to convey the
ecessary information.

To rank routes, an AS needs to know the backup level of each
oute. However, the AS might not know the relationship between ASes
long the route and thus do not know the backup level. We can use
he community attribute of BGP announcement to carry the number
f backup steps in a route. Namely, when an AS announces a route,
he number of backup steps keeps unchanged (for preferred steps) or
ncreases by one (for backup steps).

In addition to the backup level, to rank a peer route, an AS needs
o know whether the route is a downstream peer route or an upstream
eer route. To do that, we also use the community attribute of BGP
nnouncement to carry the information. More specifically, when an AS
nnounces a provider route or an upstream peer route to a peer, the AS
nforms the receiving AS that it is an upstream peer route. Alternatively,
hen an AS announces a customer route or a downstream peer route

o a peer, the AS informs the receiving AS that it is a downstream peer
oute.

The semantics of using BGP communities for PeerBoost policy is
nly defined and used between neighboring ASes. Thus, when an AS
nnounces a route to its neighbor, the associated BGP communities
hould be guaranteed to reflect the properties (e.g. the backup level
nd the type of peer route) of the route. While the BGP communities
ight influence routing in unintended ways [27], it is widely used

o convey various information between neighboring ASes. When ASes
ssign BGP communities by following the routing policies, the potential
isadvantages can be mitigated.

.3. Convergence analysis

Whether a routing system observing PeerBoost policy is guaranteed
to be safe is determined by how the pivot ASes determine the types of
these steps. In the following, we will discuss the convergence conditions

in terms of the pivot decisions. i
Fig. 13. Routing systems in which provider routes are exported to peers.

Fig. 14. An unsafe routing system (BAD GADGET) in which provider routes are
exported to peers.

Fig. 15. Routing systems in which downstream peer routes are exported to providers.

5.3.1. Convergence under R2R and P2R rule
Announcing provider routes or upstream peer routes to peers do

ot imply that the routing system is not safe. For example, in the
outing system of Fig. 13(a), AS B announces the provider route B-D
o the peer, AS A, without increasing the backup level. However, you
ight not be able to set up those special arrangement everywhere in

he routing system. When those special arrangement forms a cycle, the
ystem might not be safe. When AS A announces a provider or upstream
eer route to its peer, AS P, without increasing backup level, AS P is an
phill preferred peer (UP Peer) of AS A. In the example of Fig. 13(b), both
and B treat each other as an UP Peer. In addition, the routing system

s not safe, since it is a DISAGREE system in [23]. Namely, the UP
eer relationship forms a cycle and it might lead to routing oscillation.
ore generally, the cycle might contain customer–provider links. In the

outing system of Fig. 14, AS B announces the provider route, B-D, to
ts UP Peer, AS A, and AS A prefers the resulting route, A-B-D, over its
rovider route, A-D. The routing system is a BAD GADGET and is not
afe [23]. We define that a generic uphill (GU) cycle is an AS cycle,
𝑛...𝑣0, where 𝑣0 = 𝑣𝑛 and for each 𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑛 − 1], 𝑣𝑖+1 is a customer or
n UP Peer of 𝑣𝑖 .

.3.2. Convergence under R2R and R2P rules
Announcing downstream peer routes to peer and providers do not

mply that the routing system is not safe. For example, in the routing
ystem of Fig. 15(a), although the route B-D is a preferred downstream
eer route and is announced to the provider, AS A, the routing system
s safe. If AS B changes its route ranking a little bit to prefer B-C-D over
 81
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Fig. 16. A safe routing system with GU cycles.

-D, then the routing system is not safe. That is, the routing system in
ig. 15(b) forms a BAD GADGET system and is not safe. If AS A prefers
downstream peer route from a peer, AS P, over a customer route or
preferred downstream peer route, then AS P is a downhill preferred

eer (DP Peer) of AS A. For example, AS C is a DP peer of AS B in the
outing system of Fig. 15(b). When the DP peer link and the provider–
ustomer link forms a cycle, such as A-B-C-A in Fig. 15(b), the routing
ystem might not be safe. Formally, we define a generic downhill (GD)
ycle as an AS cycle, 𝑣𝑛...𝑣0, where 𝑣0 = 𝑣𝑛 and for each 𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑛 − 1],
𝑖 is a customer or a DP peer of 𝑣𝑖+1.

.3.3. Convergence condition
Then, we derive the convergence condition for PeerBoost policies.

heorem 5.1. A PeerBoost routing policy is safe, if there are neither GD
ycles nor GU cycles.

We provide the proof in Appendix B.
The absence of GD and GU cycles is a sufficient but not necessary

ondition for routing convergence. A routing system with OC cycles
ight be guaranteed to be safe. For example, in Fig. 16, the routing

ystem contains a GU cycle, A-B-C-A. However, the routing system is
afe. Note, different from the routing system in Fig. 14, AS B prefers the
oute B-D over all the other routes. Although there is a GU cycle, the
outing system always converges to the state, where A chooses A-B-D, B
hooses B-D and C chooses C-D. Even if there are link or node failures,
he routing system converges. Thus, the routing system is safe.

When the network operators of an AS want to change the routing
policies, to guarantee the PeerBoost policy to be safe, the network
operators need to check whether the policy change leads to a GD
or GU cycle. GU cycle includes provider–customer links and UP peer
links only. Therefore, only when an AS wants to set up a customer
or an UP peer, the network operators of the AS need to initiate a
coordination process to check whether there will be a GU cycle. Similar
to the coordination for checking OC cycle, the network operators of the
AS ask the network operators of its customers and UP peers whether,
through provider–customer links and UP peer links, their networks can
reach the AS that initiates the coordination process. GD cycle includes
provider–customer links and DP peer links only. Therefore, only when
an AS wants to set up a customer or a DP peer, the network operators
of the AS need to initiate a coordination process to check whether
there will be a GD cycle. Similarly, the network operators of the AS ask
the network operators of its customers and DP peers whether, through
provider–customer links and DP peer links, their networks can reach
the AS that initiates the coordination process.

5.4. Establishing UP peer and DP peer with local coordination

In practice, special peer routing policies are usually deployed among
ASes close to the edge of the Internet. In that case, the coordination
process for establishing UP peers and DP peers do not have to involve
customer ASes. For example, in Fig. 1, if UVM exports the provider
routes from Internet2 to MC without increasing backup level, then UVM
needs to coordinate with MC only to check whether there is a GU cycle.
When UVM wants MC to access Internet2 through itself, UVM might

export routes from Internet2 to MC without increasing the backup level.
hus, MC is an UP peer of UVM. To guarantee the routing system to
e safe, the network operators of UVM need to coordinate with the
etwork operators of MC and check whether there is a GU cycle. To
o that, the network operators of UVM need to coordinate with the
etwork operators of MC only, since MC is a stub network and no more
P peer of MC will be involved in the coordination. The cycle checking
an be performed among the network operators of peering ASes within
local scope.

orollary 5.1. If a peer link is not an in-loop peer link, then when an AS
ets up the peer link as a UP peer link, coordinating with UP peers only can
uarantee that the routing policy is safe.

orollary 5.2. If a peer link is not an in-loop peer link, then when an AS
ets up the peer link as a DP peer link, coordinating with DP peers only can
uarantee that the routing policy is safe.

According to Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2, when a peer link is not an
n-loop peer link, the network operators of an AS coordinate with the
etwork operators of UP peers or DP peers only for setting the peer as
n UP peer or a DP peer.

. Enable sibling

A pair of neighboring ASes might want to export all its routes to
ach other. In this case, the pair of ASes have a sibling relationship.
n this section, we propose routing policies to accommodate sibling
elationships.

Clearly, a pair of siblings transit for each other and therefore
nnounce all routes to each other. In the following, we focus on how
o rank routes going through sibling links, so that the routing system is
afe.

We propose a hierarchical sibling routing policy in this section. A
cluster of sibling ASes managed by an organization or several closely
related organizations can be treated as one entity. Outside of the sibling
cluster, we safely apply PeerBoost routing policies to accommodate
provider–customer and peer to peer relationships through local coordi-
nation. Then, within a cluster of sibling ASes, to set up sibling policies,
ASes need to coordinate only with siblings.

6.1. AS hierarchy

A sibling cluster is a set of ASes owned by an organization or several
closely related organizations, where any AS in the set can reach another
AS in the set through sibling links only. We assume that if two ASes in
the same sibling cluster are connected through a link, then the link is
a sibling link. Note, ASes within a sibling cluster do not have to be
fully connected. Namely, even if in a sibling cluster, AS A and AS B are
siblings, and AS B and AS C are also siblings, it does not mean that A
and C are directly connected.

6.2. Policy rules

The export policy for sibling relationships are clear. That is, ASes
announce all routes to its siblings. For the other relationships, we can
apply PeerBoost routing policies. In the following, we focus on the
import policy of the hierarchical sibling policies.

Since we separate the convergence problem into two levels, let us
first partition the routes according to these two levels. In hierarchical
sibling routing policies, a route that only contains sibling links is an
internal route. The other routes are external routes which go through
multiple sibling clusters. The internal routes are always preferred over
external routes. That is, for any destination, the routes that only go
through siblings should be preferred. It is analogous to that, to reach a
destination within the same domain, a router will no go through routers

of another AS. 108
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Fig. 17. BAD GADGET with a preferred sibling cycle.

Now, we consider how to rank external routes. The path of an
external route can be separated into an internal segment and an external
segment. The internal segment is the sequence of sibling links starting
from the first AS in the route. The rest of the path is the external
segment.

ASes first rank routes based on their external segments and use
the internal segments to break tie. More specifically, we use PeerBoost
import policy to rank the external segments.

To rank internal segments, each AS will assign a ranking for its
siblings. ASes can determine the ranking of their siblings based on
their routing requirements. For example, if an AS prefers using a larger
sibling to access the rest of the Internet, then an AS can prefer a sibling
with larger size over a sibling with smaller size.

Based on the ranking of its siblings, an AS classifies all siblings into
preferred siblings and backup siblings, where an AS prefers the preferred
siblings over the backup siblings. Each route uses sibling backup level
(SBL) to represent backup siblings along the route. When a route
is exported from a backup sibling to another backup sibling, SBL is
increased by one. Otherwise, SBL keeps unchanged. When a route is
exported into a new sibling cluster, SBL of the route is initialized as 0.

In sum, ASes determine the route ranking by following the import
policy rules step by step.

• An AS prefers routes with lower backup level.
• An AS prefers internal routes over customer routes and preferred

peer routes over provider routes and upstream peer routes.
• An AS prefers routes with lower SBL.
• An AS prefers routes from neighbors that are not siblings over

routes from preferred siblings over routes from backup siblings.

6.3. Convergence condition

The hierarchical sibling policies are not guaranteed to be safe. To
illustrate with an example, Fig. 17 shows a routing system that follows a
hierarchical sibling policy. Clearly, it is a BAD GADGET, which means it
is unsafe. Note that in this example, the preferred sibling relationships
form a cycle, A-B-C-A. We define that a preferred sibling (PS) cycle is
an AS cycle, 𝑣𝑛...𝑣0, where 𝑣0 = 𝑣𝑛 and for each 𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑛 − 1], 𝑣𝑖 is a
preferred sibling of 𝑣𝑖+1. As shown in Fig. 17, a PS cycle might lead to
routing oscillation.

In addition to PS cycles, GD or GU cycles should be avoided as
shown in Section 5. Here, we extend the definition of UP Peers and
DP peers in the hierarchical sibling policy. To do so, we treat all ASes
within a sibling cluster as a cluster-AS. When two ASes in different
cluster-ASes are connected, the relationship of two cluster-ASes are
defined by the relationship of the two ASes. Then, UP Peers can be
defined among the cluster-AS. Namely, when a cluster-AS A announces
a provider or upstream peer route to its peer, cluster-AS P, without
increasing backup level, the cluster-AS P is an uphill preferred peer
(UP Peer) of the cluster-AS A. Similarly, the other concepts, such as
DP peers, can be extended to cluster-ASes. Accordingly, we can define
GD and GU cycles in terms of the hierarchical sibling policy.

Theorem 6.1. A hierarchical sibling policy is guaranteed to be safe, if

there are no PS, GD or GU cycles.
Fig. 18. An example of generic downstream sibling cycles.

We provide the proof in Appendix C.
When the network operators of an AS want to change the routing

policies, to guarantee the routing policy to be safe, the network opera-
tors need to check whether the policy change leads to a PS, GD or GU
cycle. Within a sibling cluster, to avoid the PS cycle, ASes coordinate
with their siblings only. Fig. 17 illustrates a PS cycle, A-B-C-A. Local
coordination among A, B and C can avoid the cycle. For example, A
can decrease the ranking for B and set B to be a backup sibling. Note,
the routing policy of sibling links within a sibling cluster does not
impact the existence of a GD cycle or a GU cycle. Fig. 18 illustrates an
example of generic downstream sibling cycle. In this example, as long
as A and C are both siblings of B, the AS cycle, A-B-C-E-D-A, is a GD
cycle. Outside of the sibling cluster, to avoid the GD and GU cycles,
the network operators of ASes in the cluster-ASes need to coordinate
with the network operators of ASes in the customer cluster-ASes and
the peer cluster-ASes as described in Section 5.

7. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the flexibility of the proposed routing
policies. To evaluate the flexibility of a routing policy, we consider the
number of possible routing configurations that can be applied to an
AS when the AS follows the routing policy. If a routing policy enables
more possible configurations that an AS can set up, then the routing
policy has the greater flexibility. In Section 7.1, we describe how to
count the possible configurations. In Section 7.2, we show the number
of the possible configurations for ASes under various routing policies.

7.1. Counting possible configurations

To count the possible configurations of an AS, we consider both the
export policy and the import policy of the AS. In the following, we
propose the models for the export policy and the import policy of an
AS respectively. Based on that, we count the routing configurations of
an AS.

Routing policies mentioned in this paper, such as Gao–Rexford
guidelines, safe backup policy and PeerBoost, all allow different con-
figurations for the neighbors with the same agreement. For example,
under these routing policies, an AS can always prefer one customer
over another customer. Also, an AS can always prefer a provider over
another provider. In order to focus on the difference of these routing
policies, when we count the possible policy configurations, we assume
that an AS sets up the routing policy for its neighbors based on the
agreement established with the neighbors. Then, an AS will use the
same routing configuration for its neighbors with the same agreement.

The export policy of an AS determines whether the routes from
a neighbor can be announced to another neighbor and whether the
backup level of the announced route is increased. Thus, we model
the export policy configuration of an AS as a vector of announcement
choices. We denote each announcement choice as 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 which indicates
the export policy configuration about the routes from neighbor group 𝑖
to neighbor group 𝑗. Each neighbor group is a set of neighbors with the
same agreement relationships, such as providers, peers and customers.

There are three possible values for the announcement choice, 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 ,
as follows.

• 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 = 0: the routes from neighbor group 𝑖 are not announced to

neighbor group 𝑗. 104
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Fig. 19. The average number of possible routing configurations for ASes in various
nternet topologies.

• 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 = 1: the routes from neighbor group 𝑖 can be announced to
neighbor group 𝑗 while the backup level is increased.

• 𝑐𝑖,𝑗 = 2: the routes from neighbor group 𝑖 can be announced to
neighbor group 𝑗 while the backup level is not increased.

The import policy of an AS determines how the AS ranks the routes
from the neighbors. We model the import policy configuration of an
AS as a vector of neighbors which indicates the ranking of the routes
from different neighbor groups. Namely, if a neighbor group 𝑖 is the
irst item in the vector, the routes from neighbor group 𝑖 are preferred

over the routes from the other neighbor groups in the vector.
Let us take MC network in Fig. 1 as an example to illustrate how

to count the possible configurations. Assume that MC does not have
any other neighbor except LEVEL 3 and UVM. When MC follows Gao–
Rexford guidelines, there is only one possible export configuration.
Namely, MC does not announce any routers from one neighbor to the
other. Similarly, there is only 3 possible import configurations when
MC follows Gao–Rexford guidelines. Namely, MC prefers LEVEL 3 over
UVM, prefers UVM over LEVEL 3 or assigns the same local preference
for LEVEL 3 and UVM. Combining all possible import configurations
and all possible export configurations, there are only 3 possible routing
onfigurations for MC. Alternatively, if MC follows PeerBoost policies,
hen there are 9 possible export configurations. The reason is that
C might apply R2P and P2R export rules, and selects the backup

evel of the announced routes. Accordingly, there are 3 possible import
onfigurations when MC follows PeerBoost policies. In sum, there are
7 routing configurations of MC.

.2. Possible configurations on the internet

We use the Internet topologies to evaluate the flexibility of Gao–
exford guidelines [14], safe backup routing [15,16], FlexibleRC and
eerBoost. We measure the number of possible configurations of ASes
n the Internet topologies. The Internet topologies and the AS relation-
hips are derived from CAIDA dataset [1].

We show the number of AS configurations on average in Fig. 19. As
ig. 19 shows, safe backup routing, FlexibleRC and PeerBoost have the
reater flexibility than Gao–Rexford guidelines. Safe backup routing,
lexibleRC and PeerBoost enable more possible routing configurations,
ince they extend Gao–Rexford guidelines in terms of the import policy
ules and/or the export policy rules. PeerBoost policies allow the great-
st flexibility among these policies. Comparing to Gao–Rexford guide-
ines, PeerBoost policies increase the number of possible configurations

y nearly 2 times. f
. Related work

The evolution of the Internet architecture from a hierarchical to a
lat structure has been noticed for years [2–6]. Not only stub networks,
ut also ISPs are using an open peering strategy to peer with more
etworks [28]. Dynam-IX [29] is proposed to facilitate operators to
peed up peering establishment. Ahmed et al. investigate the perfor-
ance difference between peering and transit interconnections [30].

or more than 90% ASes, peering paths outperform transit paths in
erms of propagation delay, which provides one reason of the evolution.

Network operators and researchers are exploring the flexible usage
f these peer links. For example, recently, large content providers, such
s Google, Facebook and Akamai, try to exploit the peer links in a
ore flexible way [7–9]. They focus on a single network or several
etworks managed by an organization. Given the flat structure of the
urrent Internet, we systematically explore flexible routing policies
ith convergence guarantee that can take advantage of these peer links

n a global perspective.
A number of studies propose routing policy guidelines considering

ractical contractual commercial agreements between ASes. Gao and
exford propose a prefer-customer and valley-free routing policy to
ccommodate provider–customer and peer to peer relationships [14].
fter that, additional backup routes are enabled with a lower rank-

ng [15] while sibling relationships are accommodated in [16,17]. In
ddition, [31] enables peer routes to be preferred over customer routes
nd keep the stability of the routing system through detecting recurrent
outing loops. In this paper, we propose PeerBoost policies to enable
oth flexible import policy and flexible export policy. In contrast to
ackup routes enabled in [15], these newly-enabled routes in PeerBoost
olicies can be assigned with more flexible ranking. For example, the
ewly-enabled routes can be selected as the most preferred route when
ll steps are treated as preferred steps. [16] and [17] rank sibling–
ibling policies according to the number of sibling links or the AS-PATH
ength. Sibling policies proposed in this paper, by contrast, enable more
lexible route ranking. For example, in the hierarchical sibling policies,
he route preference of a route does not decrease when the route is
eceived from a preferred sibling. As a result, routes with more sibling
inks can be preferred over that with less sibling links.

Wang et al. relax the preferring-customer import policy by allowing
ach AS to customize the route selection on behalf of each neigh-
or [32]. Mahajan et al. exploit the negotiation between neighbor ASes
o find a best route which minimizes the cost of all ASes along the
oute [33,34]. They focus on how to select a route flexibly through AS
oordination. We explore the local coordination among ASes to enable
oth diverse paths and flexible route ranking.

To study the safety property of path-vector protocols, researchers
roposed a number of abstract methods, including routing algebra [25,
6,35,36] and Simple Path Vector Protocols (SPVP) [24,37]. These
heoretical tools can be used to analyze whether a routing system
s guaranteed to be safe and derive the conditions. We exploit the
heoretical tools to derive simplified conditions which can be checked
hrough local coordination without requiring all routing policies.

Since BGP protocol does not guarantee convergence property, there
re several existing work [31,38,39] extend BGP protocol to resolve the
onvergence problem through detecting oscillations in the BGP routing
ystem. We propose routing policies that enable network operators to
void potential routing oscillations.

The model of inter-domain routing policy is exploited in various
esearch areas, such as inter-domain protocols [40–43], inter-domain
ecurity schemes [44–46], inter-domain routing verification [47,48]
nd Internet path reliability [16,49]. PeerBoost policies proposed in
his paper can be used to synthesize routing policies of the Internet for
arious research purposes. Although PeerBoost provides more choices
or routing policies, we do not expect it significantly change on major
esults in experiments, since our safe conditions limit the extent that

lexible routing policies can be applied. 106
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Table A.4
The ⊕𝑋 operator for FlexibleRC routing policy.
⊕𝑋 𝜖 (𝑜, 𝑃 ) (𝑐, 𝑃 ) (𝑟, 𝑃 ) (𝑝, 𝑃 )

𝑐 (𝑐,𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 ) 𝜙 (𝑐,𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 ) 𝜙 𝜙
𝑜 (𝑜,𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 ) 𝜙 (𝑜,𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 ) 𝜙 𝜙
𝑟 (𝑟,𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 ) 𝜙 (𝑟,𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 ) 𝜙 𝜙
𝑝 (𝑝,𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 ) (𝑝,𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 ) (𝑝,𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 ) (𝑝,𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 ) (𝑝,𝑋 ∙ 𝑃 )

A long research thread [10,21,50–57] has aimed to infer the rela-
tionship between the ASes from publicly available information, such
as BGP routing tables and IXP database. According to the expression
of the routing policy, the AS interconnections are classified into three
relationship: provider–customer, peer to peer and sibling to sibling. It
has long been recognized that peer to peer and sibling relationships
are hard to be identified. The flexible routing policies described in this
paper could be one of the reasons for the challenge to discover peer or
sibling links.

9. Conclusion

We propose policy-rich routing through local coordination among
ASes. More specifically, we systematically broaden routing policies to
allow ASes to enable these potential routes and take advantage of all
routes with great flexibility.

First of all, we propose FlexibleRC policies to provide more flexibil-
ity for ranking peer routes. In addition, we propose PeerBoost routing
policies to enable selective export for providers and peers. Finally, we
propose hierarchical sibling polices to accommodate sibling relation-
ships. We derive convergence conditions for all above policies and
propose the cycle-checking scheme to show that the local coordination
among neighboring ASes and sibling ASes is sufficient to guarantee the
convergence of the routing system. We evaluate the flexibility of the
proposed routing policies. As the experimental results show, PeerBoost
policy can increase the number of the possible policy configurations of
an AS by about 2 times.
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Appendix A. Convergence of FlexibleRC policy

We exploit the algebraic theory [25,36] to prove the convergence
conditions for policy-rich routing in this paper. When the algebra of a
routing system is free, the routing system is guaranteed to converge.
In the following proofs, we first model the routing policies through the
routing algebra and then prove that the routing policies are guaranteed
to converge.

For the FlexibleRC routing policy, we have 𝐿 = {𝑐, 𝑜, 𝑟, 𝑝}, ∑

=
𝐿 × 𝑃+) ∪ {𝜖, 𝜙}, and 𝑊 = {0, 1, 2,+∞}. Links joining providers to

customers are called customer links, and have label 𝑐; links joining
customer to providers are called provider links, and have label 𝑝. Links
joining two ASes with peer to peer relationships are called peer links.
If a peer link joins an AS to its OC peer, the peer link is an OC peer
link, and has label 𝑜. Otherwise, the peer link is an under-customer peer
link, and has label 𝑟. The five signatures, 𝜖, 𝑐, 𝑜, 𝑟, 𝑝 for permitted paths
represent five classes of paths: trivial path (comprised of a single node);
ustomer paths (in which the first link is a provider–customer link); OC
eer paths (in which the first link is an OC peer link); under-customer
eer paths (in which the first link is an under-customer peer link) and
rovider paths (in which the first link is a customer–provider link). 𝑃+

s the set of all possible AS paths.
Each AS modifies the AS path of a route before announcement.

herefore, ⊕ of various ASes are different. We use ⊕𝑋 to denote the
of the AS, X. The ⊕𝑋 operation is given in the next chart, where

he first operand, a label, appears in the first column and the second
perand, a signature, appears in the first row.

For example, (𝑜, 𝑃 )⊕𝑋 𝑜 = 𝜙 means that an OC peer route will not
e exported through an OC peer link, since only customer routes are
nnounced to peers. In Table A.4, 𝑋 ∙𝑃 indicates appending X into the
rigin AS path, 𝑃 .

According to the import policy of FlexibleRC, the function 𝑓 satisfies
he following rule.

((𝑐, 𝑃𝑐 )) ≺ 𝑓 ((𝑝, 𝑃𝑝)) (A.1)

amely, a customer route is preferred over a provider route.

efinition 1. In routing algebra, a cycle 𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑛−1...𝑢1𝑢0, with 𝑢𝑛 = 𝑢0 is
free if for every 𝛼0, 𝛼1,… , 𝛼𝑛−1, 𝛼𝑛 ∈

∑

−{𝜙}, with 𝛼0 = 𝛼𝑛, there is an
index 𝑖, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, such that 𝑓 (𝛼𝑖) ⪯ 𝑓 (𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1) [25,36].

According to the freeness property, we use Formula (A.2) to repre-
sent that a cycle, 𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑛−1...𝑢0 with 𝑢𝑛 = 𝑢0, is not free.

∃𝛼0, 𝛼1...𝛼𝑛, (𝛼0 ≠ 𝜙) ∧ ...(𝛼𝑛 ≠ 𝜙) ∧𝐻(𝛼0, 𝑢0) ∧ ...𝐻(𝛼𝑛, 𝑢𝑛) ∧ 𝛼0 = 𝛼𝑛∧

𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼𝑛) ∧ ... ∧ 𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)⊕ 𝛼0
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼1) (A.2)

The predicate symbol 𝐻(𝛼, 𝑛) indicates that the first node of the route
𝛼 is 𝑛.

The freeness property is relevant to the direction of a cycle. Given
a cycle 𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑛−1...𝑢1𝑢0, with 𝑢𝑛 = 𝑢0, we define its inverse cycle as
𝑢0𝑢1...𝑢𝑛−1𝑢𝑛.

To prove the convergence condition, we first prove the following
Lemma.

Lemma 1. If a cycle is not free, then the cycle is an OC cycle or its inverse
cycle is an OC cycle.

Proof. Formally, to prove the lemma, we need to prove the following
formula.

∀𝑢0,… , 𝑢𝑛,¬𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒(𝑢𝑛...𝑢0) ∧ 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒(𝑢𝑛...𝑢0) ⟹ 𝑂𝐶(𝑢𝑛...𝑢0) ∧ 𝑂𝐶(𝑢0...𝑢𝑛)
(A.3)

where 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒(𝑢0...𝑢𝑛) is a predicate symbol indicating that 𝑢0𝑢1...𝑢𝑛 is a
cycle and 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒(𝑢𝑛...𝑢0) is a predicate symbol indicating that the cycle,
𝑢𝑛...𝑢0, is free.

We first translate the FlexibleRC policy into the formula rules.
The routing system obeys those rules, if the routing system follows
FlexibleRC policy. And then, we apply these rules to prove the lemma.

Rule 1: No route is preferred over trivial paths.

∀𝛼, 𝛼 = 𝜖 ∧𝐻(𝛼, 𝑢) ∧ 𝑓 (𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕ 𝛼′) ⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼) ⟹ 𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕ 𝛼′ = 𝜖 ⟹ ⟂
(A.4)

Given any 𝛼 = 𝜖 which is a trivial path, 𝑢, if 𝑢 does not prefer 𝛼
over another path, 𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕ 𝛼′, then the path, 𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕ 𝛼′, should be
a trivial path. Apparently, the path, 𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′) ⊕ 𝛼′, is not a trivial path.
We will use Rule 1 to show that in the freeness property, 𝛼 cannot be
a trivial path.

Rule 2: Customer or OC paths can be preferred over customer
routes.

∀𝛼, (𝛼 = 𝑐 ∨ 𝛼 = 𝑜) ∧𝐻(𝛼, 𝑢) ∧ 𝑓 (𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕ 𝛼′) ⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼)

⟹
(

𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′) = 𝑐 ∨ 𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′) = 𝑜
)

∧ 𝛼′ = 𝑐 (A.5)
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Given any route, 𝛼 which is a customer route or an OC peer route of
𝑢, if 𝑢 does not prefer 𝛼 over another route 𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕𝛼′, then 𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕𝛼′

has to be a customer route or an OC peer route. Therefore, the link,
𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′), should be a provider–customer link or a OC peer link.

Rule 3: Under-customer peer and provider paths can be only pre-
ferred over under-customer peer and provider paths.

∀𝛼′, (𝛼′ = 𝑟 ∨ 𝛼′ = 𝑝) ∧𝐻(𝛼′, 𝑢′) ∧ 𝑓 (𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕ 𝛼′) ⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼)

∧ 𝛼 ≠ 𝜙 ∧𝐻(𝛼, 𝑢) ⟹ 𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′) = 𝑝 ∧ (𝛼 = 𝑟 ∨ 𝛼 = 𝑝) (A.6)

Given any route, 𝛼′ which is a provider or peer route of 𝑢′, if the
route is announced to 𝑢 and 𝑢 does not prefer its another router 𝛼 over
𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕𝛼′, then 𝑢′ is a provider of 𝑢 and 𝛼 is a peer or provider route.

Then, we will use the aforementioned rules to show that given a
cycle, 𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑛−1...𝑢0, is not free in FlexibleRC policy, the cycle is an OC
cycle or its inverse cycle is an OC cycle. We will first use Rule 1 to
show that the routes on the cycle cannot be a trivial path. Therefore, a
route is a provider route, an under-customer peer route, an over-peer
route or a customer route. Then, we consider the types of each route
from 𝛼𝑛 to 𝛼1. If 𝛼𝑛 is a customer route or an OC route, we use Rule
2 to show that 𝛼𝑛−1 should be a customer route. If we apply Rule 2
(𝑛−1) times on 𝛼𝑛−1...𝛼1 sequentially, we can show that all routes on the
cycle are customer routes or OC routes. Similarly, we can apply Rule
3 for the case that 𝛼𝑛 is an under-customer peer route or a provider
route. Applying Rule 3 𝑛 times, we can show that all routes are under-
customer peer routes or provider routes. Finally, for both cases, the
cycle is an OC cycle.

Each route, 𝛼𝑖, has five possible values. We can rewrite Formula
(A.2) as follows.

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 (A.2) ⟹ 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 (A.2) ∧
(

𝛼𝑛 = 𝜖 ∨ 𝛼𝑛 = 𝑐 ∨ 𝛼𝑛 = 𝑜 ∨ 𝛼𝑛 = 𝑟 ∨ 𝛼𝑛 = 𝑝
)

(𝛼𝑛 𝐡𝐚𝐬 𝐟𝐢𝐯𝐞 𝐩𝐨𝐬𝐬𝐢𝐛𝐥𝐞 𝐯𝐚𝐥𝐮𝐞𝐬, 𝜖, 𝑐, 𝑜, 𝑟, 𝑝.) (A.7)

Then, we can proof the Lemma through applying the aforemen-
tioned rules as follows.

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 (A.7) ⟹ ∃𝛼0, 𝛼1...𝛼𝑛, (𝛼0 = 𝛼𝑛) ∧ (𝛼0 ≠ 𝜙)

∧ ...(𝛼𝑛 ≠ 𝜙) ∧ 𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼𝑛) ∧ ...

𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)⊕ 𝛼0
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼1) ∧𝐻(𝛼0, 𝑢0) ∧ ...𝐻(𝛼𝑛, 𝑢𝑛)∧
(

𝛼𝑛 = 𝑐 ∨ 𝛼𝑛 = 𝑜 ∨ 𝛼𝑛 = 𝑟 ∨ 𝛼𝑛 = 𝑝
)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟏, 𝐰𝐡𝐞𝐫𝐞 𝐬𝐮𝐛𝐬𝐭𝐢𝐭𝐮𝐭𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝛼 𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝛼𝑛.)

⟹ ∃𝛼0, 𝛼1...𝛼𝑛, (𝛼0 = 𝛼𝑛) ∧ (𝛼0 ≠ 𝜙)

∧ ...(𝛼𝑛 ≠ 𝜙) ∧ 𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼𝑛) ∧ ...

𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)⊕ 𝛼0
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼1) ∧𝐻(𝛼0, 𝑢0) ∧ ...𝐻(𝛼𝑛, 𝑢𝑛)∧
(

(𝛼𝑛 = 𝑐 ∨ 𝛼𝑛 = 𝑜) ∧
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1) = 𝑐 ∨ 𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1) = 𝑜
)

∧ 𝛼𝑛−1 = 𝑐
)

∨
(

(𝛼𝑛 = 𝑟 ∨ 𝛼𝑛 = 𝑝) ∧ 𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1) ∧ (𝛼𝑛−1 = 𝑟 ∨ 𝛼𝑛−1 = 𝑝)
)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟐 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟑 𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝛼𝑛, 𝐰𝐡𝐞𝐫𝐞𝐫𝐞𝐩𝐥𝐚𝐜𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝛼 𝐰𝐢𝐭𝐡 𝛼𝑛
𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝛼′ 𝐰𝐢𝐭𝐡 𝛼𝑛−1)

⟹ ∀𝑖, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ∧ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛∧
(

(

𝛼𝑖 = 𝑐 ∧
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝑐 ∨ 𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝑜
)

)

∨
(

(𝛼𝑖 = 𝑟 ∨ 𝛼𝑖 = 𝑝) ∧ 𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝑝
)

)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟐 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟑 𝐨𝐧 𝛼𝑛−1...𝛼1 𝐬𝐞𝐪𝐮𝐞𝐧𝐭𝐢𝐚𝐥𝐥𝐲.)
⟹ 𝑂𝐶(𝑢0𝑢1...𝑢𝑛) ∨ 𝑂𝐶(𝑢𝑛𝑢𝑛−1...𝑢0)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐎𝐂 𝐜𝐲𝐜𝐥𝐞 𝐝𝐞𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧) □ (A.8)

Theorem 4.1. A FlexibleRC routing policy is guaranteed to be safe, if there

are no OC cycles.
Proof. If there are no OC cycles, according to Lemma 1 all cycles
should be free. Thus, the routing system is guaranteed to converge. □

Appendix B. Convergence of peerboost policy

For PeerBoost policy, we have 𝐿 = {(𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦), (𝑢𝑦, 𝑢𝑥)|𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 are
connected } and ∑

= ({𝑐, 𝑝, 𝑝𝑑𝑝𝑟, 𝑑𝑝𝑟, 𝑢𝑝𝑟} × 𝑅+
0 ) ∪ {𝜖, 𝜙}, where 𝑝𝑑𝑝𝑟

indicates a preferred downstream peer route, 𝑑𝑝𝑟 indicates a down-
stream peer route that is not preferred, 𝑢𝑝𝑟 indicates an upstream peer
route and 𝑅+

0 is the range for the backup level of a route. According to
the first import rule of PeerBoost, 𝑓 (𝜖) ≺ 𝑓 (𝑇1, 𝑁1) ≺ 𝑓 (𝑇2, 𝑁2), where
𝑇1, 𝑇2 ∈ {𝑐, 𝑝, 𝑝𝑑𝑝𝑟, 𝑑𝑝𝑟, 𝑢𝑝𝑟}, 𝑁1𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑁2 ∈ 𝑅+

0 and 𝑁1 < 𝑁2. According
to the second import rule of PeerBoost, 𝑓 (𝑇1, 𝑁1) ≺ 𝑓 (𝑇2, 𝑁1), if 𝑇1 ∈
{𝑐, 𝑝𝑑𝑝𝑟} and 𝑇2 ∈ {𝑝, 𝑑𝑝𝑟, 𝑢𝑝𝑟}.

Lemma 2. In the algebra for PeerBoost policy, if there is no GD cycles or
GU cycles, all cycles are free.

Proof. To prove the Lemma, we just need to prove that if a cycle is
not free, it is a GD cycle or a GU cycle. To do so, we first show that all
𝛼𝑖 in Formula (A.2) have the same backup level. Then, we show that
each link in the cycle satisfies the definition of GD or GU cycle. To do
that, we separate the proof into two steps. In the first step, we want
to show that if a cycle in PeerBoost policy is not free, then all routes
in the cycle have the same backup level. In the second step, we use
the definition of GD and GU cycles, to show that the aforementioned
cycle is a GD or GU cycle.

B.1. Equal backup level

We first use logic formulas to represent the rules of PeerBoost policy
as follows. Then, we will show that if a cycle is not free, then those
routes involved in the cycle have the same backup level.

Rule 4: An AS prefers routes with lower backup level. This Rule is
derived from the first import policy rule of PeerBoost.

∀𝛼𝑖−1, 𝛼𝑖, 𝑓 (𝛼𝑖−1) ⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼𝑖) ⟹ 𝐵(𝛼𝑖−1) ≤ 𝐵(𝛼𝑖) (B.1)

The function symbol 𝐵(𝛼) indicates the backup level of the route 𝛼.
Rule 5: Backup level monotonically increases during route an-

nouncement. According to the export policy of PeerBoost, the backup
level of a route increases or keeps unchanged when the route is an-
nounced to another AS.

∀𝛼𝑖, 𝑢𝑖+1, 𝑢𝑖,𝐻(𝛼𝑖, 𝑢𝑖) ⟹ 𝐵(𝛼𝑖) ≤ 𝐵(𝐿(𝑢𝑖+1, 𝑢𝑖)⊕ 𝛼𝑖) (B.2)

Then, we use those rules for the first step of the proof. We will first
use Rule 4 to derive the relationship of the backup level of routes on
the cycle. A preferred route has a smaller or equal backup level. Then,
we use Rule 5 to show that on a cycle all routes have the same backup
level.

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 (A.2) ⟹ 𝐵
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1
)

≤ 𝐵(𝛼𝑛)

∧ ...𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)⊕ 𝛼0
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼1) ∧𝐻(𝛼0, 𝑢0) ∧ ...𝐻(𝛼𝑛, 𝑢𝑛)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟒 𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝐢 = 𝐧)
⟹ 𝐵

(

𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1
)

≤ 𝐵(𝛼𝑛)

∧ ...𝐵
(

𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)⊕ 𝛼0
)

≤ 𝐵(𝛼1) ∧𝐻(𝛼0, 𝑢0) ∧ ...𝐻(𝛼𝑛, 𝑢𝑛)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟒 𝐧 − 𝟏 𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐞𝐬)
⟹ 𝐵(𝛼𝑛−1) ≤ 𝐵

(

𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1
)

∧ ...𝐵(𝛼0) ≤ 𝐵
(

𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)⊕ 𝛼0
)

∧ 𝐵
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1
)

≤ 𝐵(𝛼𝑛) ∧ ...𝐵
(

𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)⊕ 𝛼0
)

≤ 𝐵(𝛼1)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟓 𝐧 𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐞𝐬 𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝐢 𝐚𝐬 𝟏...𝐧)
⟹ 𝐵(𝛼0) = 𝐵(𝛼1) = ⋯ = 𝐵(𝛼𝑛)

= 𝐵
(

𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)⊕ 𝛼0
)

= ⋯ =
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1
)

(B.3)
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B.2. GD or GU cycles

Now, we know that all routes that we are considering have the same
backup level. In the next step, we will use the properties derived from
PeerBoost routing policy to show that those cycles are GD cycles or GU
cycles.

In PeerBoost polices, there are only four types of routes: customer
routes, downstream peer routes, upstream peer routes and provider
routes. We consider two scenarios of the cycles.

• Scenario 1: one of the routes on the cycle, 𝐿(𝑢𝑖+1, 𝑢𝑖) ⊕ 𝛼𝑖, is a
customer route or a downstream peer route.

• Scenario 2: one of the routes on the cycle, 𝐿(𝑢𝑖+1, 𝑢𝑖) ⊕ 𝛼𝑖, is an
upstream peer route or a provider route.

or Scenario 1, we will show that if the cycle is not free, the cycle is a
U cycle. For Scenario 2, we will show that if the cycle is not free, the
ycle is a GD cycle.

.2.1. Scenario 1: GD cycles
If one of the routes on the non-free cycle, saying 𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1,

s a customer route or a downstream peer route, then the cycle is a GD
ycle. To prove it, we first illustrate two Rules derived from PeerBoost
outing policy as follows.
Rule 6: Exporting customer route and preferred downstream peer

outes to providers or peers without increasing backup level. According
o PeerBoost policies, only a customer route or a preferred downstream
eer route can be exported to a peer or a provider without increasing
ackup level. Therefore, we have the following formula.

𝐵
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1
)

= 𝐵(𝛼𝑖−1)∧

(𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1) = 𝑐 ∨ (𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1) = 𝑑𝑝𝑟
)

⟹ 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑐 ∨ 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑝𝑑𝑝 (B.4)

(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑑𝑝𝑟 is a predicate that the route 𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1 is
downstream peer route. 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑝𝑑𝑝 is a predicate that the route 𝛼𝑖−1

s a preferred downstream peer route.
Rule 7: Only routes from DP peers or customers are preferred over

customer route or a preferred downstream peer route. According to
he import policy of PeerBoost, a customer route can be preferred over
ustomer routes or preferred downstream peer routes. Alternatively,
ccording to the definition of DP peer, a route from a DP peer can be
referred over customer routes or preferred downstream peer routes.
hen, we have the following formula.

𝛼𝑖, (𝛼𝑖 = 𝑐 ∨ 𝛼𝑖 = 𝑝𝑑𝑝) ∧ 𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼𝑖)

⟹
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝐷𝑃 ∧ 𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑑𝑝𝑟
)

∨
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝑐 ∧ 𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑐
)

(B.5)

Given Rule 6 and Rule 7, we can prove Lemmas 2 under Scenario 1
as follows.

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 (B.3) ∧
(

(𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1 = 𝑐) ∨ (𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1 = 𝑑𝑝𝑟)
)

⟹ 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 (B.3) ∧ (𝛼𝑛−1 = 𝑐 ∨ 𝛼𝑛−1 = 𝑝𝑑𝑝)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟔 𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝐢 = 𝐧)
⟹ 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 (B.3) ∧

((

𝐿(𝑢𝑛−1, 𝑢𝑛−2) = 𝐷𝑃 ∧ 𝐿(𝑢𝑛−1, 𝑢𝑛−2)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−2 = 𝑑𝑝𝑟
)

∨
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑛−1, 𝑢𝑛−2) = 𝑐 ∧ 𝐿(𝑢𝑛−1, 𝑢𝑛−2)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−2 = 𝑐
))

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟕 𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝐢 = 𝐧 − 𝟏)
⟹ ∀𝑖, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 ∧

(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝐷𝑃 ∨ 𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝑐
)

(𝐀𝐥𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐧𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞𝐥𝐲 𝐚𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟔 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟕 𝐧 − 𝟏 𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐞𝐬)
⟹ 𝐺𝐷(𝑢𝑛...𝑢0)

(𝐃𝐞𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐨𝐟 𝐆𝐃 𝐜𝐲𝐜𝐥𝐞) (B.6)
.2.2. Scenario 2: GU cycles
During the above derivation, we know that if one route on the cycle

s a customer route or a downstream peer route, then ∀𝑖, 𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) ⊕
𝑖−1 is a downstream peer route or a customer route. Thus, routes of
ycles for the rest cases are upstream peer routes or provider routes.
herefore, we can redefine Scenario 2 as all routes on the cycle are
pstream peer routes or provider routes. To prove Lemma 2 under
cenario 2, we first illustrate two Rules derived from PeerBoost routing
olicy as follows.
Rule 8: In Scenario 2, ∀𝑖, 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 𝛼𝑖 is an upstream peer route or

provider route.

𝛼𝑖, 𝐵
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1
)

= 𝐵(𝛼𝑖−1)

∧
(

(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑢𝑝𝑟
)

∨
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑝
)

)

∧ 𝐵
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖+1, 𝑢𝑖)⊕ 𝛼𝑖
)

= 𝐵(𝛼𝑖)

∧
(

(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖+1, 𝑢𝑖)⊕ 𝛼𝑖 = 𝑢𝑝𝑟
)

∨
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖+1, 𝑢𝑖)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑝
)

)

∧ 𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼𝑖)

⟹ 𝛼𝑖 = 𝑢𝑝𝑟 ∨ 𝛼𝑖 = 𝑝 (B.7)

𝛼𝑖 = 𝑢𝑝𝑟 indicates that 𝛼𝑖 is an upstream peer route and 𝛼𝑖 = 𝑝 indicates
that 𝛼𝑖 is a provider route.

Rule 9: If all routes involved in a cycle are upstream peer routes or
provider routes, then all links in the cycle are from the provider to the
customer or from an AS to its UP peer.
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑢𝑝𝑟 ∨ 𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑝
)

∧ (𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑢𝑝𝑟 ∨ 𝛼𝑖−1 = 𝑝) ∧ 𝐵(𝛼𝑖−1) = 𝐵(𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1)

⟹ 𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝑈𝑃 ∨ 𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝑝 (B.8)

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝑈𝑃 indicates that 𝑢𝑖−1 is an UP peer of 𝑢𝑖.
In the following, we consider Scenario 2. Namely, routes on the

cycles are upstream peer routes or provider routes.

𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 (B.3) ∧
(

(𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1 = 𝑢𝑝𝑟) ∨ (𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1 = 𝑝)
)

∧ ...
(

(𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)⊕ 𝛼0 = 𝑢𝑝𝑟) ∨ (𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)⊕ 𝛼0 = 𝑝)
)

⟹ 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 (B.3) ∧ ∀𝑖, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 ∧ (𝛼𝑖 = 𝑐 ∨ 𝛼𝑖 = 𝑝𝑑𝑝)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟖 𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝐧 𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐞𝐬)
⟹ ∀𝑖, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 ∧

(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝑈𝑃 ∨ 𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1) = 𝑝
)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟗 𝐟𝐨𝐫 𝐧 𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐞𝐬)
⟹ 𝐺𝑈 (𝑢𝑛...𝑢0)

(𝐃𝐞𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐨𝐟 𝐆𝐔 𝐜𝐲𝐜𝐥𝐞) (B.9)

Then we prove this lemma. □

Theorem 5.1. A PeerBoost routing policy is safe, if there are neither GD
cycles nor GU cycles.

Proof. If there are neither GD cycles nor GU cycles, according to
Lemma 2, all cycles are free. Then, the routing system is guaranteed
to converge. □

Appendix C. Convergence of sibling policies

We derive the algebra for hierarchical sibling policy and show that if
the convergence conditions hold, hierarchical sibling policy converges.
We have 𝐿 = {(𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦), (𝑢𝑦, 𝑢𝑥)|𝑢𝑥 and 𝑢𝑦 are connected. } and ∑

=
({𝐼, 𝑐, 𝑝, 𝑝𝑑𝑝𝑟, 𝑑𝑝𝑟, 𝑢𝑝𝑟} × {𝐸, 𝑃𝑆,𝐵𝑆} ×𝑅+

0 ×𝑅+
0 ×𝐴+ ×𝑃+) ∪ {𝜖}, where

𝐼 indicates an internal route, 𝐸 indicates a route received from a
neighbor which is not a sibling, 𝑃𝑆 indicates a route received from
a preferred sibling, and 𝐵𝑆 indicates a route received from a backup
sibling. The first number in the signature is the backup level of the
route while the second number is the SBL of the route.
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We define a few additional symbols for hierarchical sibling policy.
The predicate symbol 𝐼𝑁(𝛼) indicates that 𝛼 is an internal route. The
predicate symbols, 𝐸(𝛼), 𝑃𝑆(𝛼) and 𝐵𝑆(𝛼) indicate that 𝛼 is received
from a non-sibling neighbor, a preferred sibling and a backup sibling
respectively. The predicate symbol 𝑃𝐿(𝑢, 𝑣) and 𝐵𝐿(𝑢, 𝑣) indicates that
𝑣 is a preferred sibling of 𝑢 and 𝑣 is a backup sibling of 𝑢 respectively.
The function symbol 𝑆𝐵(𝛼) indicates the SBL of the route 𝛼.

Lemma 3. In the algebra for hierarchical sibling policy, if there is no PS
cycles, GD cycles and GU cycles, all cycles are free.

Proof. To prove the Lemma, we just need to prove that if there is no
PS cycles, a cycle that is not free is a GD cycle or a GU cycle. To do
that, we consider two possible cases: 𝛼𝑖 is an internal route or 𝛼𝑖 is not
an internal route.

C.1. When a route is an internal route

Considering the hierarchical sibling policy, Rule 4 is satisfied. We
also have the following additional formulas.

Internal routes are preferred over all the other routes. When an in-
ternal route is exported into a sibling, the SBL monotonically increases.

Rule 10: SBL monotonicity of internal routes

∀𝛼, 𝛼′, 𝐼𝑁(𝛼) ∧𝐻(𝛼, 𝑢) ∧ 𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕ 𝛼′
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼)

⟹ 𝐼𝑁(𝛼′) ∧
(

𝑆𝐵(𝛼′) < 𝑆𝐵(𝛼) ∨ 𝑆𝐵(𝛼′) = 𝑆𝐵(𝛼)
)

(C.1)

Rule 11: ASes prefer the preferred sibling routes over the backup
sibling routes.

∀𝛼, 𝛼′, 𝑆𝐵(𝛼) = 𝑆𝐵(𝛼′) ∧ 𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕ 𝛼′
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼)∧

𝐼𝑁(𝛼) ∧ 𝐼𝑁(𝛼′) ∧𝐻(𝛼, 𝑢) ∧𝐻(𝛼′, 𝑢′) ∧ 𝑃𝑆(𝛼)

⟹ 𝑃𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′) ∧ 𝐵𝐿(𝑢′, 𝑢) ∧ 𝑃𝑆(𝛼′) (C.2)

Rule 12: The backup sibling routes can be only preferred over the
backup sibling routes.

∀𝛼, 𝛼′, 𝑆𝐵(𝛼) = 𝑆𝐵(𝛼′) ∧ 𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′)⊕ 𝛼′
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼)∧

𝐼𝑁(𝛼) ∧ 𝐼𝑁(𝛼′) ∧𝐻(𝛼, 𝑢) ∧𝐻(𝛼′, 𝑢′) ∧ 𝐵𝑆(𝛼′)

⟹ 𝐵𝐿(𝑢, 𝑢′) ∧ 𝑃𝐿(𝑢′, 𝑢) ∧ 𝐵𝑆(𝛼) (C.3)

Given any non-free cycle, 𝑢𝑛...𝑢0, we first assume that 𝛼𝑛 is an
internal route. For simplicity of expression, we define 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒(𝑢𝑛...𝑢0) as
a predicate symbol indicating that 𝑢𝑛...𝑢0 is a cycle and 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒(𝑢𝑛...𝑢0) as
a predicate symbol indicating that the cycle, 𝑢𝑛...𝑢0, is free. Specifically,
we first show that if, in a non-free cycle, one of route, 𝛼𝑛, is an internal
route, then 𝛼𝑛 is a preferred sibling route or a backup sibling route.
Then, we use Rule 10 to show that all routes in the cycle have the
same sibling backup level. After that, we can use Rule 11 and Rule 12
to show that the cycle is a PS cycle.

∀𝑢0,… , 𝑢𝑛,¬𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒(𝑢𝑛...𝑢0) ∧ 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒(𝑢𝑛...𝑢0) ∧ 𝐼𝑁(𝛼𝑛)

⟹ ∃𝛼0, 𝛼1...𝛼𝑛, (𝛼0 = 𝛼𝑛) ∧ (𝛼0 ≠ 𝜙) ∧ ...(𝛼𝑛 ≠ 𝜙)∧

𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑛−1
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼𝑛) ∧ ...𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)⊕ 𝛼0
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼1)∧

𝐻(𝛼0, 𝑢0) ∧ ...𝐻(𝛼𝑛, 𝑢𝑛) ∧ 𝐼𝑁(𝛼𝑛) ∧
(

𝑃𝑆(𝛼𝑛) ∨ 𝐵𝑆(𝛼𝑛)
)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟒)
⟹ ∀𝑖, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ∧ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 ∧ 𝑆𝐵(𝛼𝑖−1) = 𝑆𝐵(𝛼𝑖)∧

𝑆𝐵(𝛼𝑖) = 𝑆𝐵
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1
)

∧ 𝑆𝐵(𝛼𝑖) = 𝑆𝐵(𝛼𝑖−1)∧

𝑓
(

𝐿(𝑢𝑖, 𝑢𝑖−1)⊕ 𝛼𝑖−1
)

⪯ 𝑓 (𝛼𝑖) ∧ (𝑃𝑆(𝛼𝑖) ∨ 𝐵𝑆(𝛼𝑖))

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟏𝟎 𝐧 𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐞𝐬)
⟹

(

𝑃𝐿(𝑢𝑛, 𝑢𝑛−1) ∧ ...𝑃𝐿(𝑢1, 𝑢0)
)

∨
(

𝑃𝐿(𝑢0, 𝑢1) ∧ 𝑃𝐿(𝑢𝑖−𝑛, 𝑢𝑛)
)

(𝐀𝐩𝐩𝐥𝐲𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐑𝐮𝐥𝐞 𝟏𝟏 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝟏𝟐 𝐧 𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐞𝐬)

⟹ 𝑃𝑆𝐶(𝑢𝑛...𝑢0) (𝐃𝐞𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐨𝐟 𝐏𝐒 𝐜𝐲𝐜𝐥𝐞) (C.4)
C.2. When a route is not an internal route

Clearly, if one route on a cycle is not an internal route, no route on
the cycle is an internal routes. To rank a route, the external segment
has the priority. The proof for PeerBoost policies can be applied to the
sibling policies, since at sibling cluster level the policy is same with
PeerBoost.

Therefore, we show that is a cycle is not free, the cycle is PS, GD or
GU cycles. □

Theorem 6.1. A hierarchical sibling policy is guaranteed to be safe, if there
are no PS, GD or GU cycles.

Proof. If there are no PS cycles, GD cycles or GU cycles, according to
Lemma 3, all cycles are free. Then, the routing system is guaranteed to
converge. □
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